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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

For over three decades computer based facial analysis has been one of the top research problems 

for many computer scientists. Yet after years of tremendous research still face recognition 

capability of computers is not as high as humans. Even the most sophisticated computerized face 

recognition systems in use have a capability only under very limited conditions. With the 

increasing global needs for robust and sophisticated face recognition systems, research in this 

area will be very active for many years to come.   

 

1.1 Applications of Face Recognition Systems 

Face recognition has wide usages in many application related to computer science and 

engineering. Face recognition based biometrics systems has been popular for a long period of 

time. Due to the global efforts to enhance security, face recognition based identification and 

authentication systems and surveillance systems have gained very high demand over the last few 

years. Nowadays many government building, financial institutes and airports around the world 

employ face recognition systems on a daily basis.  

Systems that use nation ID cards, passports, voter registration, driver license and smart 

cards for various applications also find facial identification methods useful. Face recognition has 

also helped in developing surveillance applications such as CCTV control, post-event analysis 

and suspect tracking and investigations. 

Another important area that needs efficient and sophisticated face recognition is robotics. 

Human interactive robots find both face recognition and facial expression recognition an essential 

part in communication.  

Various multimedia applications find face recognition as a very useful tool. It’s relatively 

popular among computer games. Growing areas such as virtual reality applications also find face 

recognition useful in developing virtual reality models. These applications make face recognition 

a useful tool in entertainments. 
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1.2 Methodology 

In our research we are concentrating on the use of kernel classifiers [11] for face recognition. In 

the recent past kernels classifiers such as support vector machines (SVM) [11],[35], [36]  has 

become extremely famous in the machine learning community as  robust classification 

algorithms. Among many classification problems, SVM has been very effective in face 

recognition problems[10], [12].  The simplicity, sparseness, computational efficiency of SVM 

combined with its high recognition accuracy compared to other machine learning algorithms 

made us further investigate the use of kernel algorithms in face recognition.    

In our research plan to adapt a recently developed algorithm, informative vector 

machines (IVM) developed by Lawrence. et al [17-20],[29], [30] as a classification algorithm for 

face recognition. Informative vector machine is a classification algorithm with some similarities 

to the support vector machines (SVM) [11],[35], [36] but takes a probabilistic approach. In a 

similar way as the support vector machines (SVM), IVM also can produce sparse solutions. But it 

has the ability to provide solutions more sparse than SVM. In addition to that IVM has the feature 

of using automatic relevance determination (ARD) [17-20] kernels that are not applicable to 

SVM which adds additional features as dimension reductions in feature space and increased 

levels of sparsity.   

Our research considers only holistic frontal face recognition, since it is the most practical 

in many real world situations. For experiments we use the ORL face database [7] which is a 

popular standard face database for face recognition. In this research we have not considered 

effects like aging, pose variations, illumination, occlusion and strong facial expression. 

 

1.3 Objectives 

The main objective of this research is to investigate novel methods of improving face recognition 

by using modified version of informative vector machines. In our research we mainly intend to 

evaluate the accuracy of recognition, training speed and the speed of classification of IVM in face 

recognition. We also consider the level of sparsity that can be obtained by IVM and the 

possibility of dimension reductions in feature spaces.  

In its original form IVM had problems with its data point selection due to the randomness 

of data selection. Also no optimal stopping condition has been specified to stop the training of the 

algorithm.   Our research was also directed towards trying to finding solutions to these problems. 
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis contains seven chapters. Chapter 2 contains a short literature survey on face 

recognition but it’s scope limited to recognition based on still images.  Chapter 3 is dedicated 

to kernel methods. It reviews both support vector machines and Gaussian process models. 

Chapter 4 is a long chapter that describes informative vector machines algorithm in detail. The 

basic formalism of IVM as well as some of the additional proposals to improve the algorithm is 

discussed in this chapter. Chapter 5 describes experiments that were designed for this research.  

Chapter 6 gives results of the experiments mentioned in the Chapter 5 and gives a detail analysis 

of performance of informative vector machines for face recognition. Chapter 7 is the final chapter 

of this thesis in which we draw our conclusions based on our experiments and suggest ideas for 

future research.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


